Abstract. At present, the operational disposition of communications jammers was decided by qualitative analysis method. In view of the limitation of the qualitative decision, maximized operational efficiency of communications jammers was taken as the objective function, performing all positions by assigning exactly one jammer to each position and exactly one position to each jammer was taken as the constraint condition, the mathematical model of disposition to communications jammers is built with 0-1 programming, which was non-standard assignment problem. And the mathematical model was solved by Hungarian algorithm. The result of example showed that the operational disposition optimization of communications jammers was valid, and could provide the scientific method for utilization the communications jammers.
Introduction
Communications jamming operational disposition is the action of disposing the communications jammers to the proper position in communications countermeasures, according to operational task, enemy situation and terrain. At present, based on operational principles of centralized troops, safety, maximized efficiency, the commander dispose the communications jammers by qualitative optimization, combining with the experience of exercise and training.
Maximized operational efficiency of communications jammers is taken as the objective function, the mathematical model of disposition to communications jammers is built with the quantitative analysis method, and the solution of the mathematical model is found. The research production of this paper provides the scientific method for disposition the communications jammers. 1 A , 2 A , 3 A , 4 A , 5 A , 6 A , 7 A and 8 A , in communications interference unit. The communications jamming suppression probability of the 8 jammers in the 8 alternate positions to the transceiver station is different, which is shown in Table 1 .In order to maximize the communications jamming efficiency, which operational disposition will be chosen by commander? The Model of Combat Allocation to Communications Jammers
Mathematical Model of Assignment Problem
In its most general form, the assignment problem is as follows: the problem instance has a number of agents and a number of tasks. Any agent can be assigned to perform any task, incurring some cost that may vary depending on the agent-task assignment. It is required to perform all tasks by assigning exactly one agent to each task and exactly one task to each agent in such a way that the total cost of the assignment is minimized. The mathematical model of assignment problem is as follows:
The Assignment Model of Operational Disposition to Communications Jammers
Through the analysis of communications jammers operational disposition problem, the problem meets the conditions of modeling assignment problem. The positions are signed as the 
In the mathematical model, the number of communications jammers is less than the number of alternative positions, and the objective function is to maximize the communication interference effect, so the mathematical model for the assignment problem is a non-standard form, and it can be transformed into a standard form through the following steps.
(1)Adding jammers which exist in name only In the mathematical model, 1 J 1 type jammer and 1 J 2 type jammer are added, which exist in name only. There are 8 jammers and 8 alternative positions, and the number of jammers equals to the number of alternative positions.
(2)Adjusting coefficient matrix (Adjusting objective function) Assuming that the jamming probability of the 8 jammer is ( ) ij n n C c × = , according to the Table 1 , the communications jamming suppression probability of the 8 jammers in the 8 alternate positions to the transceiver station is shown in Table 2 . The largest element in the coefficient matrix is m(m=0.9), the new coefficient matrix 
The standard assignment problem, which take B as the coefficient matrix, and the original assignment problem, which take C as the coefficient matrix, have the same optimal solution.
The Solution of Assignment Problem Based on Hungarian Algorithm
According to Hungarian algorithm, the independent zero elements can be found by this way: subtract the smallest element from each element, then subtract the smallest elements from each column. The result is as follows: 
